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Sniper
Suspect
Arraigned

Safety a Top
Concern at Town
Hall Meeting

Compiled by Staff Reports

•

Law enforcement sources
have confirmed that a Bushmaster
.223-calibcr rifle was found in the
vehicle impounded last night dur•
ing the arrest of two suspects
allegedly connected with the area
sniper attacks.
In a closed hearing Thursday
afternoon in Baltimore, Maryland,
John Lee Mah'O, 17, was arraigned
as a material witness to the shootings.
Malvo's stepfather, John
Allen Muhammad, 41, was also
arrested and is expected to be
arraigned in the same courthouse.
Muhammad had an outstand·
ing warrant on a fireamis violation
that was filed Wednesday in the
U.S. District Court in Seattle, WA.
Hewasaocusedoftransferringa
.223 rifle; the same weapon used
in all the sniper attacks.
Reports from Pentagon officials indicate Muhammad earned
an M-16 e.,cpert marksman badge
during his service in the U.S.
Army. The Bushmaster is the
civilian version of the Colt•
Manufactured M-16 used by the
U.S. military,
A fatal shooting at a liquor
store in Montgomery, AL on
September 21 have some "very
good similarities to the sniper
attacks" in D.C., Maryland and
Virginia. Police Chief John Wilson
said at a press confcnmcc
Thursday.
Sniper investigators are looking into a possible connection
between the l\,'O.
When arrested, Muhanimad
and Malvo were found sleeping at
the rest stop in their car. They
were spotted by an attendant, after
he recogniz.ed the vehicle matched
the description of the vehicle law
enforcement were looking for-a
blue or burgundy 1990 Chevrolet
Caprice with New Jersey license
plate NDA 21Z.
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University President H. Patrick Swygert met with various student leaders Wednesday to discuss
ways to safeguard the Howard community in due to the recent sniper attacks in the Metro area.

Swygert, Student Leaders
Discuss Sniper Shootings
By Kerry-Ann Hamilton
Campus Editor
President H. Patrick S"ygert
on Wednesday aftemoon met with
student leaders to discuss the
recent sniper attacks in the
Washington DC area and the
University's resolve lo safegtkm:l
student safety.
"It was important for us to
have this meeting with student
leaders to get a sense of what else
we can do to protect our ,1Udents
in light of the recent attack., in surrounding Washington DC area,"
Swygert said "We do not want to
draw undue attention lo ourselves,
but we want students be cautious,
but not fearful."
n,e
Campus
Police
Dep.·utmcnt remains on height•
ened alert. Reginald Smith, Chief
of Campus Police said he has
increased patrols on campus and
remains in continuous communi•
cation and collaboration \\1th area
law officials and area wliversities
to ensure canipus safety.

The President encour.iged the
University Counseling Service to
continue its work to reacl1 out to
the approximately 4,000 ,'tUdents
who live in the resident halls as
well as those students who reside
off campus.
111e Dean of the Counseling
and Career Development, 111omas
Wessel, assures that his office will
hold seminars for students to voice
their concerns about the tragic
attacks of the serial shooter.
Nickole Conerly, Director of
Training and Outre.1ch er , I ·ia •
tor, ,-onfinncd the University
Counseling Service would hold
seminars in the Blackburn Center
and in several domis this week.
Stefanie
Brown,
Undergraduate
Students
Association representative for the
School of Business and fonner
Howard University Student
Association president (20012002), stressed the need for SIU·
dents to keep their parents abrmst
of their whereabouts. Brown is
\\'Orking ,,1th the administration to
facilitate a system where students

who currently find challenges to
communicate with their parents
can do so with the University off·
setting the cost.
The Interim Dean of
Residence
Life,
Franklin
Chambers,
also
attended
Wednesday's meeting and assured
students his office was employing
all the resources necessary to have
safe residence halls.
In a· letter to all campus resi•
dents Chambers said in part:
"Please be aware that Howard
t.nn r.st\) Offi.~als ~n• c,..tremd)
concemed regarding the re<-cnt
serial shooting.· Chambers said
"Utilize the services of the }'Our res·
ident assistants, community directors, and the Office of Residence
Life as a source of support during
these difficult times."
HUSA President Cornell
Williamson suggested that the
Can1pus Police pay special atten•
tion to Divinity Campus because of
its suburban features, which is

See SWYGERT page A3

Quad Robberies
Leave Students
Fearful
By Danielle George

Contributing Writer
As children the streetlights
were our signals to go in the house
to avoid the dangers of nightfall.
Freshman Rachael Cooper quickly learned that crime could happen at any time of the day.
The reigning Ms. Quad
attempted to park her vehicle in
front of the domlitory Sunday
afternoon to unload her trunk.
"Before I could pull into the
parking spot, campus police officers told me that the street had to
be cleared for the fireworks show
that was scheduled for later that
evening."
Cooper obliged and p.'lrl<:ed
her vehicle in front of the Bethune
Annex.
As she walked up 4th street
with shopping bags, she was sur·
prised when a blue caravan
screeched to a bait beside her. The
driver got out the car and walked
over to her waving a gun and
ordering her to give hin1 everytiling in her hands.
Cooper aware of the gun gave
him her belongings. She was con•
fused and surprised how quickly
she became the victim of a crime,
in brood daylight, just minutes
from her donn.
"I don't understand how the

campus police officers were able
to infonn me that I needed to
move my car before I could park;
however, a vehicle came to a complete stop, the driver had enough
time to come around, rob me and
screech off and none of the officers on the street saw anything."
Cooper called her boyfriend,
who was waiting for her at the
quad, and IUld him notify the
nearby officers of what happened.
The criminals stopped at the red
light only a few yards from the
entrance to the dom:litory. Cooper
ivatched disgustedly as the light
changed and the men drove a,vay
\\1th her belongin~.
"The police hesitated and
because of that they didn't catcl1
the man that did this," she said.
Cooper's Resident Assistant,
Tiffanie Home, filed the police
report.
"I asked tl1e officers what I
should tell my residents in order
for them to avoid this type of situation. There response was to just
be more aware of your SUITOU!ldings and travel without a purse if
possible," Home said
Many students feel there is a
sense of apathy on the Howard
University can1pus when it comes
to the :;ecurity personnel and the

See QUAD page AB

l'hoto hy M.i).t G111i,1m

The annual Communicaatlons Job Fair started Thursday
and ends today In Blackburn.

Plloto by Andrew Bedw.ml

HUSA President Cornell Williamson delivered his State of
the University address at Wednesday's Town Hall Meeting.

By Danielle Scruggs
Hilltop Staff Writer

Last
year
around
Homecoming a large number of
people congregated in front of
the Towers and that placed a
large number of students at risk.
The Chief of Campus Police
also said the University is considering architectural changes that
\\'Ould allow us to remove the
gates. Smitl1 e.'--plained that there
is not a great neoo for g;ites in
front of other domtS because
they do not have sucl, a high \'Ol·
ume of residents.
One student asked what
\\'Ould be done about rodents
and mice in Blackburn. Clrey
Baldwin, interim vice president
of Administrative Services said
all the steps are take to have a
pest-free environment.
·we do our best to follow
health regulations but with any
food environment, some pests
will eventually find their way into
the facility," Baldwin said "We
have pest management come in
to exienninate the rodents."
Charles Gibbs, director of
Residence Life told the attendees
24-hour visitation was l'e\'Oked
after evaluating that many
crimes ocrurred when students
were traveling around can1pus
after shuttle bus hours had
coded.
"Our whole focus was to pr(>vide a safe environment and
decrease our liability of injwy to
our students," Gibbs said "You
could be walking in a ~ up of
five or six individuals from the
Towers or Meridian Hall and still
get jun1ped."
Students \'Oiced other con•
cems, besides safety, one of them
being the controversy surround•
ing the Board's nomination of
President George W. Bush to

Safety from bodily ham1,
dorm safety, and food safety
were the main issues raised by
students at this year's first town
hall meeting held on Tuesday
and moderated by Mr. and Miss
Howard Jamal Jowers and
Tiffuny Gainer resp<.>ci:i,ey.
Rachel Cooper, Miss Quad
for 2002-2003 recalled a horrific
incident in which she was robbed
atgunpoint,andencounteredthe
same man who robbed her six
days later at the Homecoming
Parade.
Cooper also mentioned that
she knows at least l\vo other girls
who have been robbed in the
same area. She said the Can1pus
Pol.ice have not been doing their
job adequately.
"Why are so many police
officers seenlingly not too concerned about the safety of the
students?" Cooper asked.
Chief of the Campus Police
Department, Reginald Smith,
said he \\'Ould investigate the offi•
cers on duty on tl1e night in question and reminded students to
stay alert and aware of their surrounding.5 at all times.
"One way of preventing
assaults sucl1 as this is to not talk
on your' cell phone in public
which distracts )'OU from )'Our
surrounciing.5," Smith said.
Russell Drake, a computer
science major, questioned the
effectiveness of tlie gates in front
of the Howard Plaza Towers and
if they \\'Ould be placed in front of
other donns.
"The gates have been very
effective; Smith said "They have
been very helpful in restricting
access to that area."
See MEETING page AB

Tuchnology at Howard: A Step In the Right Direction
By GWTett Sim.<i
Hilltop Staff Writer
Technology is like a rainbow
in that tl1ere are many different
colors that a rainbow can display
for evel)'Onc to see. At Howard
University, teclmology is becom•
ing more like a rainbow with every
passing day.
As we all know, in thcsunuuer
of 2001 a project called ResNet2
began and "as completed in early
January 2002. This ResNet2 project gave each residential student a
new telephone service, a So channel cable 1V ser.1ce and wired
access to tl1e data ncl\,'Ork com-

municating at 100 MB per second.
This wasjust the beginning of tech·
nological
improvement
at
Howard.
The
l11fom1ation
Lab
Teclmology Center (ilab) opened
in April 2000 and housed several
hundred computer \\'Orkstations.
111cy include Macintoshes, PCs
and UNIX•l><'lS(.-d macl1ines from
Apple, Dell, Silicon Graphics and
Sun. They already have three
smart classrooms and designated
computers equipped for anin1ation,
statistical
analysis,
CAD/CAM and other SIX,'Cialil:ed
software applications. They are
looking to e.xpand by adding even

more computers with Jntemet manager of technology in
capabilities and they are working lnfonnation Systems for the
in conjunction with ISIS to have School Of Business.
available to all students a system
Not anymore because now
where young men and women can there is a computer lab on the
come to tl1e iLab and look at a tel~ fourth Door. There are projectors
vision. This television would in every room and there are at least
enable the bright faces of Howard one or l\,'O computers in every
to know what computers are in room of the School Of Business.
use, what computers have prob- Also, technology in the School of
lems, and what computers have Business is starting to become
either the most or least productivi• more advanced with eacl1 day. A
ty in terms of usage.
new program will be unleashoo
"When I was a student here in soon and it is called Microsoft
1996, all we had was a few PC's and Project 2002 Server. In conjuncinfomiation systems lab on tl1c sth tion with ISIS, this new software
Door and on different levels on the
third Door." says ~er Webster, See TECH page AB
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Students Ignore False Fire
Alarms In Meridian
,,

Why don't students leave the
building when
fire alarnis go
off?

PhOfo by Andrea Reed

Some Meridian residents have been a nnoyed by false fire
alarms.
By Chauna Bryant
Hilltop Staff Writer

Ugochukwu Egolum
Sophomore
Kingston, Jamaica
''Students hear the alam1
going off so often and usually there aren't any emergencies. Students are used
to the alann so they don't
react."

Jonathan I\Juys
Junior
Long Island, NY
"By now everyone knows
how to react to fire drills.
The school doesn ·1 go ahoul
them like they are tmly
emergencies."

Christina Dzcnyuy
Junior
Hartford, CT
·'Many students feel that the
alarms are falscand therefore
do not go outside. However,
students should go outside
because you ne, er know
when it's the real thing."

Christyn Paige
Junior
Shaker Hts, OH

"Students generally don ·1
evacuate because the drills
are redundant and annoying.
It's seldomly taken seriously, sort of like the 'boy
called wolf' clic;he.''
Compil~d by ,\ndtta Recd

A2

Repeated false fire alanns in
the Meridian Hill donnitoiy at wee
hoim; of the morning have residents thinking twice before crawling out.of bed in response.
'"They are annoying, and I
don't take them [fire alarms] seriously," said Nicole Fiy, a sophomore interior design major. "I will
go outside if the alarm has been on
for five minutes, but when I first
hear the fire aJann my first thought
is to not go outside."
The multiple alarms make it
difficult for residents to tell which
alrunisare fulseand which are legitimate. By not properly responding
to the alanns, students arejeopardizing their safetY.
Reverend Thomas, the
Community Director at Meridian,
assures residents that the fire
aJann.s are in fact not false, and

should be taken seriously eveiy
time.
"Any time students hear the
alarnl there is something going on
in the dorm; it is not a drill,"
Thomas said. "Students should
react. A matter of seconds can
mean a matter of life or death."
According to campus police,
students' not coming outside is
extremely dangerous.
Some students understand the
need of fire drills and fell that all
students should comply with the
procedures that follow them.
·1 agree with having fire
aJann.s because they're veiy important for your personal safety," said
junior film major Kalena Smith.
"But when they blare in your ears at
all hoim; in the morning, you can't
help but wonder who invented
those god-forsaken things."
While some students sleep
through the false alanns, others get
out of bed to make sure that it is a

false alarm.
"You never know which aJann
is real and which is fake, so it's best
to get up e"eiy time," said Leonard
Stanton, a junior physical therapy
major. "It's always better to be safe
than soriy."
According to Thomas, the
multiple fire alamis are caused by a
new fire alarm system that was
recently installed in the dorm. The
ultra sensitive fire prevention system alerts the front desk whene"er
smoke is detected.
Once the smoke proceeds to
the hallway, the hallway alarm system will set off the aJann.s throughout the entire building. For e.xample, many students leave food cooking unattended. Once the smoke
drifts in the hallways, all of the
alan1is are set off.
The new fire alarms arc a
direct response to previous incidents, Thomas said. Last year there
were four kitchen fires, and two
room fires in the donnitoiy. TI1e
new fire system will allow administrators to quickly find the area tlmt
set off the smoke, so small fires
don't tum into large ones.
'1l1e system has been positive
instead of nef,!tivc. It helps us react
to outcomes that could have been
prevented in the building,• Thomas
said
Students who put baf,5 0\-er
the fire aJann.s are endangering the
lives of other students and Thomas
urges students who know about the
CO\-ering of fire aJann.s to speak up.
"Residents see ~ that \\'e
do not always catch," Thomas said
"They need to be proactive and tell.
those who are covering the smoke
detectors, by saying to fellow residents, don't play with our lives."

See ALARM page A3

International Students Dread
Seeking Student Visas
By Precious Jackson

Contributing Writer
Howard students think it's
bad when they have to stand in
line for over three hours to
renew their financial aid applications every year, but according to some they are considered
lucky compared to international students who have to apply
for a student visas so they cai1
stay in the United States and go
to school.
Howard University has a
large international student
population and all international students face the tedious
process of getting student visas.
It is a long, and hard process for
many students. In fact, some
like to keep it confidential.
"I would feel more comfortable if my name was not used,"
said a current PhD student
from Mainland, China. "I don't
want any trouble."
The PhD student has been
at the University for two years,
received his master's degree
and has jumped full speed into
one of the University's PhD
programs.
When international students apply to Universities in
the United States, they have to
apply for an Ft-student visa.
Once a University has accepted
the student, the University will
send a letter to the student,
which says he/she is eligible for
a student visa.
Students must then take
the letter, and a filled-out student visa application to the U.S.
Embassy in their country,
where someone will interview
the student. It could take up to
12 hours to schedule an
appointment. The PhD student
described his interview experience as very impersonal.

Gregory Lewin and Omar Clennon are International students at Howard. Some International students have had
problems getting student visas since September 11.
"I went to an available window during my scheduled ti~e
and someone sat behind the
glass window asking me questiollS. You never know who will
interview you, and it is a different person every time. They
told me after my first interview
that I had immigration tendencies."
Immigration tendencies
are tl1e tendencies to try and
stay in America, which according to the student is a possibility. Some international students
want to stay in America because
they think it's a wonderful
country.
Often times, because of
immigration tendencies or
missing documents, students
have to interview more than
once. In China, each interview
is $50.
"It is common for students
to be rejected at the Embassy if
they do not have all the proper
paperwork," said Shomari
Small, a junior from Maragesi
Gardontown, Jamaica.
According to the PhD student, he had to have four inter-

views because he did not pass
the first three.
Student visas last as long as
the school recommends. Fouryear colleges allow four to five
years on a student visa.
In China, the window for
transportation is six months.
So, after sLx months, Chinese
students cannot go home to
visit during the summer or
Christmas holiday unless they
want to apply for another visa
into the country.
After graduation, most
undergraduate students pursue
graduate degrees. At which
time, each student has to file a
new application for another F1.
For graduate and PhD students,
the next step is returning home
or seeking full-time employment.
If an international student
finds a permanent job, the job
must provide him/ her with a
X1B form, which is a work visa.
After five years of steady
employment, individuals can
seek full citizenship, which is

See DREAD page AS
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Jerwayne ''JPaul''
Macklin: Music
Extraordinaire

Photo courtes) of MooUm

Student Jerwayne Macklin achieved many accomplishments as a musician.
By Makebra Anderson

Campus Editor
Raised as a preachers kid
(PK) in northern California,

Jenvayne Macklin, was introduced to music at a veiy early
age, and quickly adopted a love
for the drums.
His passion grew immensely, starting his journey of becoming a music extraordinaire.
"I grew up playing instruments and drums were the thing
I liked," Macklin said. "Drums
have always been a natural thing
for me. I can do it welJ and I
enjoy doing it. It was never a
challenge."
Howard University is the
second institution Mackl.iJ1 has
attended. He received his first
degree in History at Chabot
ColJege in northern California,
near San Francisco.
At Howard, Mackl;n said he
has learned a lot about his self,
his outlook on life, and how he
relates to other people.
"What sets me apart is my
mindset about school and education. Because I'm older than
many of the nndergraduate students here, the way I view
Howard, my time and my e.xperiences is different," Macklin
said.
Macklin has recently been
named the musical director of
the Howard University G<>spel
Choir. He began as a singer with
the choir, but is now a full time
musician. He can be seen playing the drums at various campus
events, and has done work for
HUSA, UGSA, and the School of
Business.
This hjghly motivated
drummer, considers himself a
perfectionist and says when it
comes to gospel music, he
requires the highest level of performance.
"When you are playing
gospel music it needs to be right
and in the spirit of what you're
doing," he said. ..You have to
always remember why you're
playing, and try to remove self."
In addition to working with
the Howard University Gospel
Choir and perfonning at various
places around the D.C.
Metropolitan area, Macklin also
works in the Office of Residence
Life as an administrative assistant.
According
to
Frank
Chambers, Interim Dean of the
Office of Residence Life, Macklin
is an invaluable asset.
• Jenvayne's professionalism, maturity, keen sense of
awareness and dependability set
him apart from other students,"
Chambers said. "We can always
count on him to do outstanding
work with minimum supervision."
Macklin attributes his
strong work ethic to his faith and
his desire to be a righteous man
of God.

"I have a big drive to be the
best man I can be and my ultimate motivation is being a
Christian,• he said. "God doesn't
want us to be mediocre, so you
need to give your all and do your
best. If I can't do something to
the best of my ability, I get no
satisfaction from it.•
A pure lo\'e for music and
raw talent has landed Macklin
gigs with big name artists. He
has played all over the country in
fropt of audiences with as few as
25 people to as many as 25,000.
"I have done some stuff with
Dorenda Clark and her mother
Mattie Clark, and I play at the
Auxiliaries in Ministry (AIM)
convention eveiy year," he said.
"As long as it's not against my
moral standards 111 play. I can't
play for everyone because my
conscience won't allow me to do
that.•
One of the highlights of his
career carlie when he received a
call to audition for Pattie
LaBelle.
"I was blown away when I
got the call, but I knew I had to
finish school or my parents
would have killed me." he said
"I didn't go to the audition
because I didn't want to get it
and have to turn it down."
Allother significant moment
in his career came last summer
as he played in the House of
Secrets nightclub, in the area.
"Maxwell and his band
showed up at tlie gig and some of
his band members came and
started sitting in." Macklin said.
"Maxwell's drummer came to
me and said he wanted to meet
me. When Maxwell told me
'your groove is phat,' it was one
of the most exciting times of my
life."
As many people, Macklin
has faced challenging times.
About two years ago, he brought
something on his self that he
says was an eye-opening experience, which changed his life forever.
It was a bad situation, but
tl1e lessons he learned about
himself and the drive he developed made it all worth it.
''The main thing I got from it
would be don't get caught up in
the hype of Howard and trying
to be something you are not," he
said. "Always be true to yourself
and what you know to be right."
From a "PK" in Nortl1ern
California, to a popular musician
in the District, Macklin has had
his share ofjoys and pains.
"Whatever your goal is,
make sure it's truly yours. You
may not always be happy, but
you11 be more inclined to work
through the hard days because
it's what you want and not what
people want for you."
According to MackliJ1, excellence is always the minimum
requirement.
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Howard Graduate Tours Football Classics As a 2002 Ford Roadie
By Paris McCoy
Hilltop Staff Writer

appear weekly on The Doug
Banks Show and Major Black
College Sports Weekly.
Imagine someone giving you
The trip started in Raleigh,
the keys to a brand new Ford N.C. on Sept. 1 at the Aggie-Eagle
Expedition, a couple of thousand Classic and since has stopped in
dollars, and a map. In addition, Memphis, Las Vegas, Dallas,
you were told to attend all the Mobile, Ala., and just recently,
Historically Black Colleges and Washington,
for
Howard
Universities (HBCUs) football Homecoming 2002.
classics as you traveled across
"It felt good to be back on
the country.
the yard and be an alumnus. It
That is the chance Howard was very exciting," said Coles
UniverSity alumnus, Logan about his return to the Mecca.
Coles, and South Carolina State
While in the District the
alumnus, Damon White, were Roadies spent some time at the
given. The Ford Motor Company Ballou branch of the Boys and
selected these two men as the Girls Club. At the community
2002 Ford No Boundaries center, the men hung out with
Ultimate Black College Football the kids, gave advice about colRoad Trip Roadies.
lege, and discussed Historically
In its second year, the goal of Black Colleges and Universities.
"Every city we go to, we are
the No Boundaries road trip is to
build brand awareness, support doing meals on wheels or some
HBCU athletics, and promote type of community service,"
the Ford Explorer as a communi- Coles said. "We hang out with
ty service vehicle.
children at youth centers and
While on tour, Roadies will help them with any questions

SWYGERT from page A1 should enforce the no loitering
policies particularly outside dormitories," Coleman said 'We don't
want to perpetuate unnecessary
paranoia, but to ensure students
remain aware and cautious."
Dean of the Chapel Bernard
Richardson, Ph.D recommended
changes to the University's crisis
policy.

similar to the woody areas where
the sniper has struck in the past
Charles
Coleman,
Coordinator of the Graduate
Student Assembly, underscored
the need to enforce safety policies
especially now.
"I think the Campus Police

ALARM from page A2
Tampering with fire alert
devices will set off the alarm.

According to the Meridian Hill
Student Manual, tampering with a
smoke detector is illegal, punishable by eviction from residence life,

they have about college and we prompted him to create a college
reinforce what the counselors at tour that caters specifically to
the various community centers children on the west.
are advocating."
"There is a lack of info and
It is very influential for the exposure [on the west coast]," he
kids to see an example of some- said. "I see how we can easily
one who went to an HBCU and limit ourselves to our communigraduated. It helps with their ty and I think the tour is a must.
decision for choosing college, It will open doors."
Coles also said he has
Coles said.
Not only do Coles and White learned more about corporate
hang with youth but they also get America, since he has been on
to explore various HBCUs help- tour, which will be valuable
ing Ford support black college when he is trying to pursue a
career in the film industry.
athletics.
"Working with a huge com"Going from school to school
is an experience. You get a sense pany such as Ford, I have
of family in a fanilly atmosphere, learned so much about corporate
community, culture, and even America and corporate politics,"
rivalry," he said. "That's why I he said. "I feel that the interacwant to persuade kids to explore tion has more prepared me for
their options at a HBCU and get positions in power," Coles said.
the information out to them."
Although their trip ends on
During this trip, Coles has November 30, 2002 at the Bayou
gained a variety of skills and Classic in New Orleans, the
ideas. He has witnessed a cultur- Roadies profess that the memoal gap between HBCUs and chil- ries and experiences gained from
dren on the west coast, which has the trip will last them a lifetime.
" We are living in a times of
crises,"
Richardson
said.
"President Swygert, I think the
University should have a crisis
management team and strategy,
which should be documented for
times such as this."
Smith expressed gratitude for
the comments and suggestions by
student leaders as well administraand an offense under D.C. law.
Meridian dormitory administrators have no idea why students
continue to pull the fire alarms.

tors.

Photo courtesy of Ford Motor Company

Howard graudate, Logan Coles, left, and South Carolina
State alumnus, Damon White particiapte in ford Motor
Company Road Trip.

To learn more about the
Ford No Boundaries Tour log on
to www.fordroadtrip.com

'We certainly do not want to
over publicize the strategies being
implemented by campus police,"
Smith said 'We urged students to
use the shuttle service and escort
services after hours."
The President urged students
to support each other in times such
as these where persons may be

fearful and anxious about the
recent acts of violence.
The University Counseling
Service held seminars in the
Blackbum music listening room
on Thursday and will also hold
seminars today. There will be professional counselors on hand to
talk with students, anxiety screenings and information on coping

skills. A crisis hotlines are available
202 345 6499 or 202 345 6709.
If you have any information
that will assist law enforcement
authorities in solving the recent
crimes, telephone them at the
area-wide Hotline number 1-888324-9800.

They strongly discourage such
behavior and want to remind students that pulling the alarm warrants a $500 fine.

Meridian administrators said
they are doing everything they can
to get the false alarms under control, and would appreciate anyone

with information on those people
who pull the fire alarms to come
forward
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Obsessive-Compulsive Disorder: Mind Over ·M atter
By Eric a Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer
Imagine the constant
thought of keeping your
hands clean from germs.
Now picture yourself washing your hands repeatedly
because you want relief from
th ese nagging thoughts.
These are symptoms of an
individual suffering from
Obsessive-Compulsive
Disorder (OCD).
OCD is a type of anxiety
disorder in which time-consuming obsessions and compulsions significantly interfere with a person's daily
li fe, making it difficult to
work or have a normal social
life.
OCD can strike at any
age but often begins in adolescence or early adu lthood.
Afflicting nearly four mil lion Americans, OCD is
equally common in men and
women and has no geo graphic, ethnic, or economic
boundaries. The disorder
usually carri es a person's
ordinary concerns· to the
extreme.
OCD is characterized by

obsessions and compul sions . Obsessions ar e co nstant, unwanted thoughts
that cause distressing emotions such as anxiety or disgust. Although people experiencing obsessions recognize that these images or
thoughts are a product of
their own mind, they cannot settle them by logic or
reasoning.
Compulsions are urges
to do somethin 6 to Jessen
discomfort, usually discomfort that is ca used by an
obsession. Rituals arc the
behaviors in which people
engage in as a response to a
compulsion. In the most
severe cases, a constant
r epetition of rituals may fill
the day, making a normal
routine impossible for the
individual.
The obsessions and
compulsions of those suffering from OCD vary in
different individuals. Some
of the most common obsessions are fear of germs, fear
of having serious illnesses,
or the need for order and
neatness. People who have

Pholo by Moya Oilllam

these fears may react in dif- OCD often leaves students feeling alone.

ferent ways. For example,
people who fear contamination or germs may obsess
about shaki ng hands o r
touching public doorknobs.
Some of the most common compulsions are asking
for assurances, avoiding
places or situat ions, cleaning, or doing certain tasks
slowly and deliberately.
People with OCD will go to
great lengths to satisfy the
requirements of a routine.
People who know OCD
sufferers may call them perfectionis ts, especially if they
only get a glimpse of the
compulsive behavior and
not the obsession.
The fact that compulsive
behavior ca,1 consume most
of a person's time makes
OCD a particularly devastating condition, especially
when the behavior significantly affects a person's life.
For those who feel they
are suffering from OCD,
there are several options for
treatment. The two most
effective strateg ics are medications or behavioral therapy.
Stefanie Gilbert, a doc-

tor and assistant professor
for the Department of
Psychology says there are
behavior treatmen ts th a t
have been proven effective.
One of the treatments,
response
prevention,
involves present ing the s uffering individual with the
stimuli that is causing the
anxiety. After presenting the
person with the stimuli, the
doctor then he lps him/her
with relaxation techniques.
The key to the treatment is
that after confrontation, the
patient is not allowed to follow through with their usual
ritual or they are limited to
only performing part of t he
routine.
Gilbert also says there
are very good medications
on the market for OCD.
These are only a few of
the ways to treat the disorder. Some of the treatments
may take longer than others
and vary in different individuals. However, stud ies
show that such therapy has
been successfu l i n ending
compulsive behavior and
greatly reduces the risk of
relapse.

Get In Shape And Feel Great
By Erica Williams
Hilltop Staff Writer

Everyone begins a fitness program for different reasons. Some
people are interested in weight
loss, others are exercising to maintain their health, and some are trying to get healthy. Nevertheless,
exercising plays a ,ital role in all
our lives. Whether we choose to do
it or not, it is one ofthe keys to leading a healthy life.
In a society where many of us
long to have perfectly toned abs,
arms, and leg1, because of constant
reminders in the media, some peo-

pie may tend to use exercising in a
negative manner.
Many people use exercise negatively byjumping into fitness programs with no consent from a
physician or working vigorously
too fast in a short period of time.
Instead of e.xercising to become
healthy or maintain health, many
people use it to simply fit into their
favorite pair of jeans by the ne.xt
week.
Striving for goals during e.xercising is vezy in1portant Howe,-er,
one must make sure these goals are
realistic and safe.
In order to better assure that

one's exercise routine is healthy
and safe, we must learn what to do
and not to do. This may require
advice from a physician or fitness
instructor. Department of Health,
Human Performance, and Leisure
studies graduate student, Elaka
Lewis said there are a few rules to
even the exercises that we find so
sin1ple. When doing cardiovascular exercises she said "only wotkout for 6o minutes and nothing
more. If one chooses to work out
longer, he/she is no longer working on his/her body. Instead lactic
acid or burnt out energy is what is
beingworkedout"

Lewis also said that while
doing crunches always support
your back. Do not put your hands
on your neck, in order to avoid putting weight on your neck and back.
Although weight training is
supposed to be a challenge, " -e
must remember not to lift more
than we can handle.
"Start with what is comfortable for you and work your way
slowly from there," Lewis said The
key to e."ercising safely is being
challenged yet comfortable.
"Before beginning a vigorous
Photo h) RLllJ.1111~ l\cil
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Student Jermaine Spencer, works out on a regu lar basis.

Yoplait Yogurt Launches New Program
For Breast Cancer Foundation
By Erica \.Yilliams
Hilltop Staff Writer

When most people
think of Yoplait, the taste
of creamy low-fat yogurt
may be the thought that
comes to mind. Now
Yoplait is making another
name for itself. For the
fifth time as part of its
Save Lids to Save Lives
program,
Yoplait
is
encouraging yogurt-lovers
to help raise funds for the
Susa n G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation by saving the special pink lids
from Yoplait's yogurt cups.
This year, Yoplait is
upping the ante on the contribution that consumers
can help raise by increasing the maximum donation
from
$500,000
to
$750,000 while also challenging consumers to help
reach that goal by collecting 7.5 million lids .
For every special pink
lid sent in by consumers
between Sept. 1 and Dec.
31of this year, Yoplait will
donate 10 cents to the
Komen Foundation. In
September and October,
special pink lid s will be on
all
Yoplait
products.
Consumers can se nd in
these lids to raise funds for
the fight against breast
cancer.
This is one of the ways
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Yoplait is striving to reach
its goal. ln addition, con sumers can also participate
in Yoplait's Online Team
Challenge by organizing lid
collection teams in their
commun ity. All proceeds
will support the Komen
Foundation's mission to
eradicate breast cancer as
a li fe-threatening disease
by advancing research,
education, screening and
treatment.
The need for consumer
contribution is very important in the Save Lids to
Save Lives progrnm. When
asked if he'd participate in
the program, sophomore
psychology major, William
Wilson said he would not
participate.
"I don't eat yogurt, so I
would not go buy th e
yogurt just for that reason," Wilson sa id.
However, those who do
enjoy the taste of Yoplait
yogurt may s till be hesita nt
to participate because of
the thought that their contributions are not important. While this may be the
case in many peop le, some
feel that their contribution
will be important a nd they
are willing to participate.
Sophomore lega l communications major Mekie
Phillips said she knows if
she participates her participation will h elp. When

asked if she would participate, she said if s he buys
Yoplait yogurt anytime
soon she would.
For more than 15 years,
Yoplait has been dedicated
in r ais ing awareness of
women's health issues,
i ncluding breast cancer,
heart health, osteopor osis
preventio n, and fitn ess.
These issues are affecting
more and more Americans
each year.
Sophomore psychology
major, Danielle Mason
recalls when her gral\dfather died of cancer.
Because of this, she says
she is willing to help the
cause any way she can.
With this year's goals
and the fulfillment of this
yea r's commitment to the
Ko men
Foundation,
Yoplait, parent com pany
General Mills and its foundation will have donated
over $10 million to the
breas t cancer cause over
the past five years. In addition to conducting the Save
Lids to Save Lives cam paign, Yoplait is a member
of the Kom en Foundation's
Million-Dollar Council and
is the National Series
Presenting Sponsor of the
Komen Race for the Cure,
the largest series of 5K run
and fitn ess walks in the
world.

•
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Suraces not cleaned after cooking poultry pose a threat of salmonella polsoing.

Salmonella Poisoning: The Dangerous
Bacteria That Lurks In Kitchens
By Simone Scudder

Contributing ,vriter
One out of every one thousand U.S. residents contract
salmonella poisoning, and
approximately one thousand
people die from it every year.
Salmonella is a bacteria that
causes an infection in the stomach and intestines, referred to
as the gastrointestinal system.
Salmonella is usually contracted by coming in contact
with contaminated food or by
pet reptiles. Some common
foods that are susceptible to
contamination arc poultry,
eggs, tuna, salads, chicken,
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processed meat, fish, cream
desserts, and milk products.
The effects can range from
minor to severe depending on
the individual and the length of
time before obtaining treatment.
Contrary to popular belief
that salmonella poisoning can
only be contracted from contaminated meats and leftover
meat juices on kitchen countertops, there is now more evidence of contamination in produce and grains. 111is is due in
part to cross-contamination
from food processing plants,
retail outlets and things in the
home, such as in the refrigcra-

tor.
Salmonella lives in temperatu res between 40 and 140
degrees Fahrenheit. It can live
in cold or freezing temperatures, but its growth is suspended until it is once again in thriving temperatures.
The minor symptoms
include fever, nausea, vomiting,
abdominal cramps, diarrhea,
headaches,
and
chills.
Symptoms are usually noticed
12 to 24 hours after contamination, and the illness lasts five to
seven days depending on severity and treatment.

See BACTERIA page AS
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Howard University Responds to Serial Sniper Attacks
and Related Safety Concerns
Howard University _officials are extremely concerned about the sniper attacks that
have been occurring throughout the Washington Metropolitan Area during the
past few weeks. Our sympathy goes out to those who have lost loved ones. We
pray that those who have been wounded during this tragic ordeal have a full and
speedy recovery.
The Campus Police Department (CPD) remains on heightened alert. It has
increased patrols on campus and remains in continuous communication and
collaboration with area law enforcement officials and area universities to
exchange information regarding securing university campuses. Local police and
District officials have encouraged people to go about their business and lives in
as normal a manner as possible, exercising vigilance and caution.
We do not believe it is necessary to adjust Howard University's schedule of
events at this time. The CPD has provided some helpful tips for members of the
University community to bear in mind as we go about our daily routines:
• Be aware of your surroundings. Stay focused.
• Don't use cell phones in public, especially while walking, because they are
a distraction from remaining aware of your surroundings.
• Utilize the University's shuttle bus system.
• Exercise discretion when traveling off campus.
• Use your best judgment. Don't go into areas that appear to be
uncomfortable or unsafe.
• Report suspicious activities observed on or near campus to the CPD at
806-1100.
• If you have "any" information that will assist law enforcement authorities
in solving these crimes, telephone them at the area-wide Hotline number,
1-888-324-9800.
Individuals, who think it is necessary, should not hesitate to call the University's
Mental Health Clinic at 806-7981 or the Counseling Service at 806-6870.
Be assured the safety and welfare of the Howard University community are our
highest priority. We believe our University is safe and ask for your support and
understanding as Campus Police and other officials exercise diligence in
implementing precautions. We must all remain vigilant to ensure each other's
safety. As prudent, updates will be posted on Howard University's web site
at www.Howard.edu.
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NATION & WORLD
Black Activist 8th Killed by Area Sniper
Amber Mobley
Nation & World F.ditor
Noted activist and businessman Ken Bridges, 53, was the
eleventh victim to be shot and the
eighth fatality in the month-long
serial sniper killings that have terroriz.ed the area and the nation.
Bridges, 53, a graduate of the
Wharton Business School, left
behind a wife, six children and a
business U1at had kept him on the
road regularly in the five years
since he helped found it. He
resided in the Germantown section of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
and was on a business trip at the
time of bis death.
Bridges was filling bis car with
gas when a single bullet struck and
killed him at a Vu-ginia gas station
on Oct. 11. A state trooper was
across the street attending to a traf.
fie accident at U1e time of fue
shooting.
As a graduate of the Wharton
School, Bridges played a significant role in fue initial phases of the

direct marketing People Organized
and Working for Economic
Rebirth program in 1986.
Otherwise known as POWER,
the organization was oonreived by
Minister Louis Farrakhan of he
Nation of Islam. Bridges worked
with Al Wellington and the
Wellington Group for the organi1.ation and served as he membership vice president
As a businessman and salesman, Bridges ¥1orked for Amway
Corporation and co-founded,
Matah Network, a company wifu a
goal of helping blacks strengthen
fueir community through financial
power.
In reports, friends and family
members descdbed Bridges as a
driven businessman committed to
"internal reparations•.
"Internal reparations" was a
term he coined in reference to
black economic power.
It was the idea that African
Americans should keep more of
their earnings by spending them
within their own community.

On the network's Web site,
Bridges wrote of the need for government reparations for slavery,
and for the black community to
use its economic power more wisely.
"When we give ourselves
internal reparations, or internal
repair, we will love our race and
ourselves more," Bridges wrote on
the site last week.
His passion and company
kept Bridges on the road, speaking
to groups about black economic
empowerment and working on
deals for Matah.
He was in central Virgjnia,
meeting with e.xecutives of Dudley
Products, a black-<>wned maker of
cosmetics and other personal
products, before the shooting.
"It's a real tragedy for the fam•
ily, for us, for all kinds of wellmeaning
people,"
Gregory
Montgomery, chief operations otli·
cer of Matah told Global Black

News.
Gary Shepherd, a friend who
spoke to reporters for the family,

Photo count,) of Matah 1.:om

Ken Bridges, co-founder of Matah Network and activist
for black economic power, was one of the last victims to
be killed by the area sniper.

said Bridges called home and
spoke to his ,vife from the gas sta·

"Ken was a loving husband,
father," Shepherd said. " . . . The
Bridges family hopes that this
killer is brought to justice quickly..
. . They're devastated obviously.
Everyone is."
According to wire reports,
Bridges' neighbors were also
shocked when they learned of this
death.
''When I moved in this neighborhood, he was the first person
who really came and weloomed
me," said neighbor &telle Staley,
59.
Neighbors descnbed Bridges
as a businessman who traveled but
spent lots of evenings with his chiJ.
dren, riding bicycles and playing
basketball with bis teenage sons in
his large driveway.
"He was a family man," Anna
James, 72, told reporters.
James lives two houses from
the family.
'They were private but friendly. He would always speak."

lion, just moments before he was
killed.

Starvation in Africa: A Country by Country World Page Series

Mozambique Seeking Emergency Aid to Fight Starvation
Hilltop Staff Writer

Drought, hu nger, malaria
and cholera are killing many
Less than 40-minutes away who live in Mozambique.
from the rushing waters of the
The province of Tet e,
Zambezi River, the rivers have wedged in by the countries of
dried to something less than a Zimbabwe, Malawi and Zambia
that also have populations suffering from starvation, has
been hard hit.
Drough t has killed crops,
leaving dried up stalks of com
standing in the dusty fields.
~ i.- -The people are dying and
sick.
·.
;,, · ,·-.
In the village of Cachembe,
in Changara district, people
scour the wilderness in search
·)
·~}~
•··
"
·"'•·•-·
~
of wild fruit and nuts as they try
'~
.._..
.,,.
to stay alive.
·
~
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~.
~
But, with everyone doing
~
..
/~
"-111i:' __
the same, even this source of
food
is becoming scarcer by the
Phoco courtc~y o( BBC.com
day.
This Mozambican child eats
Many of the Mozambican
donated food. Children are
children
have the severly bloatsome of starvation's most
ed
stomachs
of malnutrition.
vulnerable victims.
The
Mozambican
Government
has
already
trickle, some are mostly mud or appealed for emergency aid and
reduced to stagnant pools, or the UN's World Food Program
simply filled with sand accord- is saying that at least 12.8 miling to wire reports.
lion people in seven countries
"lf we don't get help most across sout hern Africa need
of us are going to be dead by the help.
next pla nting season," farmer
According to the governPaulina Jose told a reporter for ment's latest estimates 515,000
the
British
Broadcasting people in Mozambique need
Corporation.
food aid.
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The
drought
in
Mozambique has been catastrophic, but yet it hasn't covered the whole country.
Parts of the country have

already been devastated by
Swarms of tiny, sparrow
massive floods at the end of sized weaver birds devoured
2000 and beginning of 2001.
entire areas of new crops, while
The floods washed away disease killed a majority of the
crops, bridges, houses, infra- rest.
After the birds, then came
malaria and cholera, striking
communities already hard-hit
by HIV and AIDS infection.
In much of Mozambique
the estimated averages for the
number of people infected by
HlV or AIDS ranges from
between 11 to 14 percent.
But,
in
central
Mozambique, in places like
Cachembe, which straddle the
main road linking the country
to Zimbabwe and Malawi, the
rate is estimated to be somewhere near 21.2 percent.
It is mostly tl1e middle generation who are sick or dying
n1oza1nbi quo
which often leaves grandpar•
ents to look after and care for
the children that their children
have left behind.
111010 rour1csy or 13BC.rom
The elderly and the chil•
The country of Mozambique In the southern part of Africa
dren
they look after arc already
Is one of seven countries on the continent currently threatamongst
the most vulnerable
ened with starvation.
and the hardest hit by the
drought.
had good rains and harvests.
structure and also drowned catAccording
to
Zeca
But the rains have failed to tle and other farm animals.
Chicusse, a program officer in
reach much of the central and
Mozambique had barely Tete for the aid agency HelpAge
southern
sections
of recovered from the catastroph• International, which is mostly
Mozambique.
ic floods when peasant farmers funded by Britain's Help the
Many of these areas had were hit with new disasters.
Aged, the situation does n't
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Many in Mozambique, like
the woman pictured here,
search for and eat wild fruit
and other p lants for food.

seem to be getting much better.
"Now it is hard to sec what
it will be like in three months,
but we have experience," said
Chicusse in a report.
Many that participate in
delivering aid to the region
have begun to see a pattern in
the catastrophes that hit the
region.
'There were no rains in
1972/73. In 1983 we saw people
dying, it happe ned again in
19 91/92 and in fact it happens
every 10 years," Chicusse said.
"But, over the last 10 years
there's has been less and less
rain every year."

Back to Africa and Around the World News National News in Brief from Coast to Coast
HARARE, Zimbabwe ·
A spokesperson for the leader
of the country's main opposition party, the Movement for
Democratic Change, who had
been jailed since July when he
was arrested in the stabbing
death of his wife was found
dead in his prison cell.

BAGHDAD, Iraq • In
Baghdad, demonstrations usually against the United
States and Israel are
announced in advance and
often orchestrated by the government, yet Tuesday, protestors took to the streets of
Baghdad to send a message to
the Information Ministry and
Saddam Hussein.
They wanted to know
where their loved ones were
and what had been done to
them.
The demonstrators d ispersed after officials shot off
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automatic weapons, but some
retu rned later with others to
continue the protest and register the names of their relatives
with the ministry.
lmqis around the ministry
seemed stunned by the protest
according to CNN.

BUENOS

established by t he African
countries
of
Uganda,
Zimbabwe and Rwanda.
The countries are seeking
to control Congo's trade in cliamonds, gold a nd other natural
resou rces after their soldiers
withdraw due to the terms of
U.N.-monitored peace deals.

AIRES

Argentina's first museu m dedicated solely to Eva Peron who
was better known as Evita j ust
opened.

Congo • formerly Zaire has been involved in a civil war
for a number of years.
JERUSALEM - A simple
limestone box looted from a
Evita was a strong cave a nd held secretly in Israel
Argentinian natio nalist and is inscribed with what could be
deeply loved by the people of the earliest known archaeologithe country. Two stat ues of cal reference to J esus Christ to
Evita have already been erected this date.
and on the 50th anniversary of
her death a two-peso note with
During the time of Jesus,
her image was issued this J uly. the box was traditionally used
to hold the bones of the dead.
UNITED NATIONS · The inscriptio n, written in
Paramilitary and cri minal Aramaic, reads "J ames, son of
proxies in the Democratic J oseph, brother o f Jesus.·
Republic of Congo have been

TAKOMA

PARK,

Maryland • A Takoma Park

couple has been indicted for
allegedly enslaving a Ghanian
woman for about 17 months
according to the U.S. attorney's
office.

ATLANTA - A pastor of a
House of Prayer Church continued to encourage his congregation to whip their children dur•
ing his last sermon before going
to jail.

The couple and the
woman's mother are accused of
illegally bringing Margaret
Owusuwaah into the United
States, making her work witho ut pay by using threats and
visa fraud among other
charges.

The Rev. Arthur Allen Jr.
was convicted of cruelty to children for whipping two boys in
front of the congregation in
February of last year. The pastor was sentenced to 90 days in
prison, ten years probation and
an $8,000 fine.

CHICAGO
Former
Presiden t George H. Bush said
that the United States erred in
expecting Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein to fall from
power after being defeated in
the Persian Gulf War.

BUFFALO - Six alleged
members of a terrorist sleeper
cell in suburban Buffalo pleaded innocent Tuesday to charges
they trained at an al Qaeda
camp in Afghanistan attended
by Osama bin Laden.

Yet, the senior Bush did
defend his decision not to occupy Baghdad during the early
1990s conflict.

The six Americans of
Yemeni descent were arrested
just days after the Sept. 11
a nniversary. A federal grand
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jury indicted them Monday on
two counts of providing material support to a foreign terrorist
organization. TI1e charges carry
a penalty of up to 15 years in
prison.
Authorities
said
the
charges are largely based on
allegations that in the spring
2001 they attended the terror
camp, where bin Laden
declared that there "is going to
be a fight against Americans."
MANHATTAN, Kan sas

· Bug lovers can now see more
than 1,000 household pests
and exotic creatures at Kansas
State University's new insect
zoo. The exh ibits include a
replica of a home kitchen where
visitors can look through
Plexiglas panels into cockroach-filled cabinet drawers
and flies on the drain board.
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Of course, using condon-is is the only way

periods or spotting . Many women stop having

to protect yourself against HIV/AiDS or other

periods altogether after a few months and

sexually transmitted diseases, but make sure

some may experience a sl ight weight gain.

you're also as protected as possible against

You shouldn't use Depo-Provera 1f you could

pregnancy. That's why more wornen than

be pregnant, If you have had any unexplained

ever are choosing Depo-Provera -- it's

periods, or if you have a history of breast

99.7% effect ive when adm inistered on

cancer, blood clots, stroke, or liver disease.

time every 3 months.

When using Oepo-Provera, there may be a

Remember. Depo-Provera doesn't protect

possible decrease in bone density.

y_ou from HIV/AIDS or other sexually

Depo-Provera. One of the best and most

transmitted diseases.

convenient ways to protect yourse lf from

.

Some women using Depo-Provera experie nce

pregnancy. Ask your health care professiona l

side effects. The most common are irregu lar

if prescription Depo-Provera is right for you.

See what Depo-Provera is all about.
Call toll free 1-866-519-DEPO or
visit D epo-Provera.cooo.
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MEETING from page A 1
speak at Convocation or recei,,e an

honorary degree.
Alex Dixon, a senior finance
major asked, "What is the most
effect:i\-e way that we as students
can voice 0\11' concems regarding
the nomination for President
George Bush to [speak at
Convocation or recei,-e an honorary
degree]?"
Jaha Howard, undergraduate
trustee, recommended that Dixon
gather research and statistics and
organiz.e a rally against the decision. He also said to send out SUl'veys and gi,,e them to him and
Man\'3n Porter, the graduate
trustee, so they could represent the
students' opinions.

Cornell Williamson, president
of the Howard University Student
Association, also recommended
that students participate in the
postcard campaign against the
Board's decision, which is being
coordinated
by
Irene
Schowerrfemnan, HUSA's political
action chailwoman.
Williamson ga,,e his State of
the University Address at the
beginning of the meeting.
"HUSA has accomplished 14
out of 15 of its goals for the year in
less than three months, even
though many people doubted they
would get accomplished at all,"
\',Ttlliamson said
These goals include establishing a late-night studerit escort service, late-night dining at the Punch-

Out, working more closely with
dorm councils, monitoring and
working with campus police, woiking to create the Commuter
Computer Lab and creatiiig the
Dean of Residence Life advisory
board.
Williamson also said the
administration should make students their top priority. He pointed
out some of the faults administrators "-ere responsible for including
having an employee appreciation
day but not a student appreciation
day.
The HUSA president referenced changes to the override and
visitation policies without informing students.
'1bere is nothing wrong with
Howard tbat cannot be fixed with

what's right at Howard;
Williamson said '1be state of the
Uni\'ersity is strong. But it must be
stronger."
HUSA spokesman Corey
Cunningham deemed the meeting
asuocess.
"Over 100 students can1e to
the meetiiig and we got several
questions answered," Cunningham
said "For those who did not get
their questions answered, we provided grievance forms and HUSA
will facilitate those grievances.•
At this time, HUSA does not
ha,,e another meetiiig scheduled,
but promised to inforn1 students
about any upcoming meetiiig.

~-------C-o_r_r_e_c_ti__o-n-s- - - - -----,,'
• In the Homcoommilig issue fo\11' names ",ere spelled illcoorreclty in the Comedy Show article: Osi a Anigvo won for best male
singer, Tenna Torress, won for best female singer, Omari DeGray
won for.spoken word and Vivion won for best dance group.
• 1n the Homecoming issue we ilmcurately stated Ananda Lewis
was not at the parade. She was there.
"The article D.C. Drug Advocates Changes in CUJTent drug and
alcohol abuse policies was written by Precious Jackson not Ruth
Tudale

L---------------------TECH from page A 1

will allow faculty to see the collaboration of projects from various
departments of the School of
Business. "This software will allow
the dean ofstudents to see the kind
of workload each department is
using." says Webster. It is scheduled to come out with the next couDREAD from page A2
September 11th," Small said. can make a long and tedious competitive.
ple of weeks in the School of
process, a simple and pleasuraThe PhD student hopes to
another long process. The final "But it's worth t:he try."
Business.
TI1e student visa interviews ble [one)," Small said.
find a nice, loving, and caring
option is for an international
There is another project in the
He plans to seek a graduate American woman and receive
student to marry an American. last no more than five minutes.
works
that the iLab and !SIS are
After two years of marriage But, similar to many opportuni- degree here in the states before full citizenship.
working on and that is to ha,-e
ties, whom you know can make returning home, but he says it's
green cards can be awarded.
,\lireless Internet conductivity anya
difference.
hard to determine what will
"I am sure things are more
where he or she travels on campus.
"The proper connections happen because the market is
difficult, since the events of
Right now, !SIS is in the process of
developing ~hat are cal.led wireless
SHAPE from page A4
cards.
With these cards, a student
what will work for you." She also proper way to exercise is very
Exercising is not only good for
will be able to go anywhere on
urged everyone who wants to important
0\11' physical self, but for us mentalcampus and ha,,e aocess to the
exercise regime, always consult maintain a regular exercise routine
If choosing to start an exercise ly as well. E.xercising in1properly
Internet "ithout the use of a cable.
with a fitness instructor,• Baily's fit- to join a health club.
routine, remember the two basics: can affect us negatively in many
Students could type an assignment
ness instructor Julia Maray said
HowC\-er, for those who do not wanning up before beginning the ways later on in Olll' lives.
outside on the yard and then send
"This will help you better under- like the idea of fitness club.5 and/or routine and cooling down after finTherefore, it is \'elY inlportant to
it directly to a computer at one of
stand what you can handle and fitness instructors, learning the
ished
exercise safely and respollSlbly.
the computer labs on CaDlpus and

BACTERIA from page A4 treatment.
Food that is contaminated
with
salmonella appears to be
Imtiaz Choudhary, a doctor
and board certified physician of normal, so it is not detectable.
internal medicine, infectious There is no certain odor, therediseases, and tropical diseases fore one cannot tell if food is
at Howard University Hospital, contaminated.
Salmonella bacteria are
said that symptoms associated
with salmonella poisoning actually becoming drug-resistexist. If not treated immediate- ant and chlorine resistant.
ly, one can receive infection in Antibiotics are not always helpthe bones, blood, joints, and ful.
In 1979, only o.6 percent of
gallbladder.
salmonella
bacteria were drugChoudhary also said that if
an individual does come into resistant, but by 1996, the percontact with salmonella, he/she centage was 34. The only highly
should report to the emergency effective way to kill the bacteria
room immediately for antibiot- is by ozonated water, which is
ic treatment, and/or hydration water treated with ozone, a
powerful oxidant. By washing

food in ozonated water, 99.99
percent of salmonella bacteria
will be killed.
There are certain groups of
people that are more vulnerable
than most others to contracting
salmonella poisoning, and
more
severely
affected.
According to Choudhary, people with sickle cell or HIV
would suffer from a more
severe infection of the blood,
bones, joints, or gallbladder.
Children and the elderly are
also more susceptible to the
bacteria.
The only sure way to avoid
contamination o{ salmonella is
prevention. All meats must be
cooked
at
temperatures

between 120-165 degrees.
QUAD from page A 1
Refrigeration should never rise
above 40 degrees.
campus police officers.
One of the most common
Quad resident, Noa Shepard,
ways salmonella spreads
feels
that the officers haw little
through families is through
regard for the magnitude of their
items in the household. If one
job.
family member has contracted
"Most of the officers ha,-e a
salmonella, it can be spread
casual and inconsi.s1ent attitude
through toilet seats and in the
· towards their job. In order to be
kitchen.
safe on this can1pus you have to
The salmonella bacteria
rely on yourself and not the offilurks in places such as drains in
cers."
the sink and stove tops.
Rachael Cooper is still waiting
Washing hands and keeping
for the police to follow-up with the
good hygiene throughout the
incident She credits her patience
home is an extremely importo the availability and concern of
tant preventive measure.
her Community Director, Donna
Green.

Depo-Provera'
Contrace tive ln'ection

have the assignment printed out
from there.
"I would love to have access to
the Internet anywhere and know
that ",e do not need a cable to have
the world at 0\11' fingertips." sa:r-s
Cyrus Hampton, a freshman
English major.
"Consi~ency is a big issue.
F.ducation is about the resources
available to the individual Without
access to vital infornmtion with the
ease of electronic speed, students
are placed at an intrinsic disadvantage." says JP Howard, a political
science major.
Technology here at Howard is
improving with each passing day.
It may not ha\,e caught up with
Case Westem Resen-e University
as far as its technological capabilities but it is well on its way. Howard
University is reaching for greater
heights.
Written By: Garrett Henry
Sin1S (writer/ reporter)
"Ms. Green is helping me get
to the bottom of this issue with
campus police," she said
Green beliC\-es that CaDlpus
police are making a conscious
effort to increase their presence.
Monitors were recently placed on
tbe exits of the building,
In )-el anotl1er ironic twist, in
the midst of the Homecoming
parade Cooper believes she spotted
the man that robbed her. She wrote
down his license plate oUDlber,
and reported the information to
the authorities. Her concern
extends to the other students.
'The man that robbed me is
still out there and tllis incident can
easily happen to someone else.•

Howard Universin·•
Office of Residence Life
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I THE FirrcHER St:HDDL
PREPARING I £AOERS IUIT H A GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE
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I NTERESTED lN JNTERNAT~ONALAFFAIRS?
INTERESTED f N A DYNAMIC INTELLECTUALCO:\tMUNITY?
INTERESTED IN MAKING A DIFFERENCE rN THE \VORLD?

. THE FLETCHER SCHOOL OF LAW AND DIPLOMACY IS THE OLDEST EXCLUSIVELY
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF INTERNATfONAL AFFA1RS IN THE UNITED STATES.

• MASTERS AND DOCTORA L DEGREES OPFERED IN TWENTY FIELDS
• MULTIDISCIPLINARY AND FLEXIBLE ACADEMIC PROGRkit
• JOINT DEGREE AND EXCHANGE PROGRAMS

Tue FLETCHER SCHOOL I TUFTS UNIVERSITY
MEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS, USA 02155
WWW. FLETCHER. TUFTS.EDU

[ET'S G •'
OEW YORK IS WAITIOG FOR YOU!
MORE TRIPS, MORE COMFORT, MORE FUn!
Head for the Big Apple the quick,
easy, low cost way on a Peter Pan
or Greyhound luxury motor coach.
Need a change of scenery...escape
from campus? Looking for fun and
excitement? •New York has it all!

• Frequent Departures
• Round-Trip Discounted Fares
• Great Movies on Many Trips
• Arrivals and DeparturesInside New York Port Authority
Bus Terminal
• No Reservations Required

.,

~

wo,r :.<-.JJL AJR roifa:: R'e,iJ!el

Greyhound

'S"T!Uc/EfiJrrs FLY pl!J.,J5.
ez·rriiJG 'f.HC:JR ·NJlrrl~ ;:,,rtt; al

·rH .e:,Al R WO Fid.::- )S '°'f!I-J R JL!.. ~Na/we:;L.

1-800-343-9999 or visit WWW.GREYHOUND.COM
Greyhound Terminal • 1005 1st Street N.E.
W ashington, D.C.
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BOOkB \GS, TOTE B.\GS B \CK PACkS. FTC \\"lLL NOT BF PER\llTTED
I GREE'.\E STADIU~1 \l ~0. NO BO l l ~ES, C .\\ 5. COOLERS OR \LCOHQL

CJ,

D

0
12 NOON, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 26@ GREENE STADIUM
HO\VARD UNIVERSI'fY
vs. North Carolina A&1' State i ;.
'

•

STl DENTS\\ ITH "CAPSliONE C \RDS'' !\IAY PICK PA FREE l 'ICICET
.AT BLACKBURN CENTER- GROUND FLOOR PLAZA
TODAY. FRIDAY. OCTOBER 25, FRO'.\I 11 A~f to 6 P;\I
(\VHILE SUPPLIES LAST........ )
- ~O FREE STUDENT TICKETS O;\ DAY OF GAt\lE -

CONG RA TULAl'IONS!! Last ,veek Jonathan Bre,\ler ca_u_ght a career-high six
passes for 151 yards and 2 TDs. Senior linebacker 'fracy \Vhite (6 solos, 3 assists)
and senior defensive tackle Charles \Voodall (7 solos, 3 assists) stood taJI on defense. ·

TONIGHT
LAST HOME GAME
IT'S SE~'f\TJOR DAY!!

6Pl\i1, f'RIDA Y, OCTOBER 25@ 'fHE BlJRR
HOWARD vs. Alabama A&I\1 lJ.
! TIIE BISON ARE ON A FOlJR GAI\'IE S11(TOl '[ Sl'REAK !

AND A ,..,.. " URR!!

An

HOW AR vs. Coppin State
road: TUES., Oct. 29, 7Pm~

:,ST WISHES to all teams on the
•

:::

,.,
:

'

MEN @ ITA Regionals, Chapel Hill, Oct. 23-27

~

@ MEAC North Division Tournament, Oct. 26-27
'
:'.-f

_., I I,

-

•

.

. ..'

@MEAC Championships, Greensboro, Oct. 26

Women @ Villanova, Oct. 27

Men @ Home, Nov. 3 LAST HOl\rlE GAME
Division of Student Affairs

October 2002
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Mid-Season Q&A with Football Coach Ray Petty
,

By Aisha Chancy & Elena Bergeron
Sports Editors
Question: What has been the
biggest transition from being an assistant
coach (suggestion giver) to being a head
coach (main decision maker)?
Answer: There hasn't been a major
transition, just more so dealing with the
administration. I'm not actually coaching
a position; I'm just more of an overseer of
the entire program, not hands on directly
to the offense or the defense, so that's
been the biggest thing. I haven't reall;
gotten into the recruiting part ofit yet, but
I'm sure that's going to be different, being
able to make the final decision on the
recruits that are coming in, instead ofjust
recruiting a particular area and recommending guys to be taken.

A: To win. I tllink \\'C still have a
good football team and I tJunk we can
win more games. Our concern right now
is being able to find someone to help our
kicking game. I think offcnsh>ely and
defensively with the teams we h;wc
remaining, we can match-up and play
with them. We're just concerned with
not being able to kick a field goal or an
e.,tra-point because that can hurt us. We
want to b,: able to get the ball out of there
and not give the opposing team good
field position.

Q: Talk about tl1e progression of the
secondaty in terms of giving up career
games to teams like Maine, but then
coming back and being difference makers in games like FAMU where they
came up with big interceptions.

A: We knew we were going to have a
good sccondaiy; we have a lot of talent
back there. Of course losing one of our
starting corners Jeremy Holt, to academA: We're not quite where we thought ics was a blow to us but Rontarius
we'd be at this point We were looking (Robinson) has been able to step up and
more to be at least 4-2 or possibly 5-1. Of play well. 1 tJunk Serge (Sejour) is playthe teams we lost to, the game we defi- ing better than we anticipated him to
nitely should've won was probably play and Vontrae (Long) of course is
Morgan. Hampton had a veiy good foot- playing steady like he's always pla)'Cd,
ball team but I think if we had not made but I think we're going to have to have
some of the mistakes we made, then we bigger plays out of them going down the
probably would've won the game. Maine stretch in these last five games.
just had a very good football team. We
Q: During these past two weeks
would've had to play one of our better
especially, how tough is it for you to keep
games to beat them.
But of course beatin,g Florida A&M the team kind of at an even keel emowas a big boost for us. We have five games tionally? They had this huge upset
remaining now and they're all winnable if against a team like FAMU, but then
we can stay healthy. We have 12 guys that turned right around and had a disaphave started for us this year that are prob- pointing loss at Homecoming.
ably gone for the season. Probably the
most important ones of that group are
A: It shows that when we play
our kickers. At this point we don't really together and play the entire game, that
have anyone to take care of our kicking we can compete and play with tlle top
and I'm sure that's going to make a major teams in the conference. But on the other
hand, it shows when we·re not focused
difference in the ball game.
and we're not playing together and doing
Q: What has been your biggest dis- the tlungs we're supposed to do, thqn we
can lose to some of tlle lower teams in the
appointment of the season so far?
conference. So somewhere in there we
A: Injuries. You're always going to hope that there's a balance off and that
ba\'C injuries during the course of football we can come up and finish the rest of the
but to have as many as we've had at his season and get our focus geared into how
point is making a difference. We're aver- it was when \\'Chad tlle win over FM!U.
aging losing two players per week right
now and all of those guys are major conQ: What do you think tlle program
tributors, it's not like the)'re back-ups. So needs in order to move up into the upper
now that they're out we ha,,e to play with echelon of the MEAC and perhaps the
guys that were actually on third team at Top 25 Division 1-M?
son1e point, but now they have to go out
a.qd really play for lls,
A: Pla)>ers. Pla)>ers and attitude. At
' Losing Homewrhil)& was definitely this point, we have a good group of senanother big disappointment.
iors. The only problem is that they
haven't won a lot offootball games since
Q: What's been your biggest sur- they've been here and \\'C just need to put
prise?
it all togetl1er to become winners. Ithink
tl1eir work ethic and their character is
A: I actually don't really have any feeding into the ~J'ie{ll yte're pretty
major surprises because tl1e e.,-pectation much a senior ~dl~1mm football
of the team is pretty high. I tlunk we have team, ,,·e don't have very man,,;op)10enough talent to be able to compete with mores or juniors. So I tlunk the
hmen
people so as far as a major surprise l real- are kind of buying into the thin we're
ly don't have one. I guess if there would be trying to do witll our seniors and tlJat's
a surprise it's the fact that we were able to going to eventually be the grou~ that's
go to Tallahassee and beat Florida A&M. going to push us into the Top 25 and
toward the top of this conference)
Q: In terms of the freshmen that
have hl\d to step up since a lot of the
Q: What are your short- and lqngmajor players are out witl1 injuries, who term goals for the program?
would you say has been the biggest contributor?
A: My short term is to win immediately. Just tiy to win the rest of these
A: Of course Vaughn Waters is one, football games and be able to come out of
another is Keon Coleman, he's really play- here witl1 an 8-3 or 7-4 type record this
ing well. Jesse Hayes is stepping in for year. We want to tiy to put in certain
Lawrence Joseph and doing a veiy good things here tllat can help the recruitin,g,
job right now and Samuel Buck has been such as a nice weight room and tiy to
playing well, ~e actuall)'Startoo for us the improve the facilitie!j throughout that
first game. Out of tlle young players, those will attratt people to come here. Long
guys ha,,e probably made the biggest con- range is just to move the football team
tributions to tl1e team.
toward the top of tl1e conference, possibly getting into the play-offs and being a
Q: What are your expectations for contender fon-AA championship.
the rest of the season?

Q: What is your evaluation of the
team at the halfway point in the season?

'

Photo by Mark Coleman
Howard Head Coach Ray Petty observes th!l field during a recent football game at Greene Stadium.

Volleyball Falls to Morgan State 3-0; Hamp~r~d
By Ethan Zagore
Hilltop Staff Writer
r
.'
, 1
The Howard University
women's volleyball team has
had its share of ups and downs.
The young squad that had high
expectations placed on them at

Octo_ber 25, 2002
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the beginning of the season has
suffPred injures to major playc'rs. The injuries have forced
some key players at certain
positions to move and attempt
to do thei r best at other posilions. This was the case once
again Tuesday night as Morgan

State continued their dominant conference play with a 3o defeat over the Lady Bison.
The loss dropped Howard
to 6-17 overall, yet they are still
over .500 in the conference
with a record of 5-4 in the
M EAC. Already without star

sophomores
Markbzia
Jennings (outside hitter) ati.d
Brittany Williams (setter), th·e·'
Lady Bison lost yet another
starter in junior Dawn
Thomas, (outside hitter) who
had to sit due to injury. Despite
going into the game hampered

The Hillt~p

b* Three Injuries

by injuries /against an undcfcated confe,rei1ee opponent,
, the Lady· aison would not go
down easily.
The first game began with
Morgan State getting off to a
quick start, but Howard quickly began to catch up. Despite

the rally, the Lady Bison
dropped the game 30-24.
Behind the fine play of setter
Erica Murdock-Waters (33
assists), the Lady Bears finished this game with 14 kills,

See MORGAN page B2

Bl

Bison Look To Avenge Last Years' Embarrassing Defeat to Aggies
By Soraya McDonald
Hilltop Staff Writer
With both teams coming off
disappointing
homecoming
upsets at the hands of MEAC
Cinderella team Morgan State,
Saturday's game between the
sixth-ranked Bison (1-2 MEAC,
3-3 overall) and seventh place
North Carolina A&T (1-2
MEAC, 3·4 overall) will determine who will remain in contention for the conference title.
Bison Head Coach Ray
Petty is hoping for signs of his
team's resilience in the face of
an onslaught of injuries to key
players. With both place-kicker
Alessandro Marchesinj and
punter Vaughn Waters hobbled
by leg injuries that may keep
both out for the duration of the
season, Howard special teams
will scramble to find a replacement to hanclle kicking duties.
Senior preseason All-American
linebacker Tracy White or

freshman fullback Kevin Tyson
will be doing the kickoffs for the
Bison.
Also out for Saturday's contest are defensive tackle
Lawrence Joseph and linebacker Keith Webber. The
defensive secondary will be
m issing strong safety Brian
McDonald, while offensive linemen Richard Dorceus and Mark
Owens will be watching the
game from the ~idelines as well.
Senior
running
back
Vincent Neclos will be absent
from the game due to a knee
injury he sustained early in the
game against Morgan and at
least five other players have
been deemed questionable or
doubtful for tomorrow's matchup.
~It seems like every week
we lose at least two players; the
bad part is that we're losing
them for the year," Petty said.
Quarterback Jason Douglas
(147.7 yd/g) leads the MEAC's

second ranked aerial assault,
which averages 199.4 yards per
game, largely due to tl1e hands
of "~de receiver Jamal Jones.
Running backs Cornelius Gary
and Waddell Thomas anchor
the A&T running game.
The Aggies arc a different
team offensively this year compared to the past, head coach
Bill Hayes elected to run a
spread offense like that of
FAMU or South Carolina State
due to his team's youth.
Defensively, senior cornerback Jason Horton, defensive
lineman Ivan Butler, and linebacker Vereese Utley will lead
A&T. The Aggies also have a talented kick return combination
in freshman D'Brian Hugdins,
(26.9 yards per return) and
sophomore Brad Hinton (30.5
yards per return).
The Bison offense will still
depend on a running game to
preserve the defense, \\1th senior quarterback Donald Clark at

the helm handing off to running
backs Tauric Rice and Keon
Coleman, if neitl1er jtlnior Jay
Colbert or freshman Jamar
Smith will be playing, both
because of ankle injuries.
However, the passing game
should be more sound as well,
with Clark looking for wide
receivers Jonathan Brewer and
Kevin Simmonds to be his go to

guys.
Defensively, Howard will
rely on the play of White, junior
free-safety Vontrat' Long and
senior defensive tackle Charles
Woodall to stop the Aggie
offense and keep the Bison in
the conference race as . well as.
The defensive secondary is led
by
junior
cornerbacks
Rontarius Robinson and Brian
Johnson.
The Bison will host Norfolk
State University next week
while the Aggies will go home to
Photo by Carroll Smith
host undefeated Bethune- Senior cornerback Rash a d Frazier picks one off In t he
Cookman.
Bison's38-20 Ho me c o mi ng defeat to Morgan Sta te last
Saturday.

MORGAN from page 81
while the Lady Bison only had
eight.
"We came out and played
well, but the injuries definitely
showed in the first two games,"
said
defensive
specialist
Margaret
Alexander.
"However, all the players on
this team arc versatile and we
showed that last game against
Hampton (won 3-2). Morgan
State played well though. It
might take a little more time
for us to get adjusted to new
positioning and all, but we'll be
fine."
At no other point was it
obvious the Bison missed a setter than in the second game.
Although NaShay Edwards (14
assists) did a good job of filling
in, Williams was sorely missed
as the Lady Bison fell 30-19 .
Morgan State had 14 kills to
Howard's two. Edwards, who
usually would help the team
with kills from her outside hitter position, was forced to play
out of position. Without
Edwards and Thomas contributing kills, the Lady Bison
struggled.
Yolanda McGirt (13 kills)
and Destiny Sisk (10 kills) both

played an outstanding
second game for the
Lady Bears as they
, looked to close out
Howard in
three
games.
Though the first
two games showed
Howard's weakness,
the Lady Bison came
out blazing in the
third
game.
Unfortunately,
Morgan State did to. A
fierce spike by hitter
Crystal Amedee tied
the game at 15 a piece,
but the Lady Bears
slowly began to pull
away. They led 29-25
before the Lady Bison
began what seemed to
be a rally as they
pulled within two, 2729. However, Morgan
State prevailed 30-29.
Edwards
(14
assists, 7 digs) and
Mercedes Posey ( 8
kills, 7 digs) led the
Lady Bison in the
defeat. They are once
again
in
action
Tuesday as Coppin
State comes to the
File Photo
Burr Gymnasium for a
Crystal
Amadee
makes
a
kill.
conference match-up.
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Sniper Shooting Affected Area Sports
By Chauna Bryant

to protect my team."
Though the Lady Zip's are
too scared to play in
Tragic shootings by the Washington, D.C. freshman
phantom sniper have people Lindsey Walton says she is not
scared about doing ordinal)· worried about playing outdoors.
things like pumping gas and
·rm not really concerned, I
going in and out of the grocery practice outside cvel)·day, and I
store. In an effort to save their doo·t feel threatened," Walton
lives, people bob and weave said.
through parking lots and duck
Howard is one of the least
behind their car doors. All things affected schools in the D.C. area.
considered, the thought of sit- All public schools in Fairfax,
ting stationary in an outdoor Montgomery, Prince George's
stadium for over an hour is last counties and the District haven't
on sport's fans list of things to held any outdoor sporting
do.
events since Oct. 5, the Saturday
Recently the Howard before the shooting at Bo"ie
University women's soccer team midclle school. With 10 people
was forced to cancel their match dead, three wounded, and the
against the University of Akron's most recent message from the
Lady Zips. The Lady Zips sniper being "Your children are
refused to come to D.C. in fear of not safe anywhere at any time;
the snipers fury. The Lady the likelihood of bans on outBooters Head Coach Michelle door sporting events being lifted
Street explained her discontent anytime soon are looking grim.
witl1 the cancellation, but on the
Last Saturday, some teams
same note understood the Lady were forced to play homecoming
Zip's concem for safety.
games from 100-200 miles away
'"It was a disappointment, from their high schools in undisbut I understand," Street said. closed stadiums. Administrators
'i11ey did what they felt was kept the locations a secret to
necessary, I would do the same evel)' one but the coaches and
Hilltop Staff Writer

parents in an attempt to keep
the students safe.
The suspension of outdoor
events has hurt the schools in
more ways than one.
Seniors who are hoping to
be recm.ited to play on college
teams arc not able to showcase
their talents. Many of these seniors are depending on scholarships to get them through college and without a scholarship,
college is doubtful.
In an inten~ew witl1 the
Washington Post, Frienclly High
School quarterback Curtis Rich
cJo.-plained his discontentment ,
with tl1e ban on outdoor activities.
"The only way I'm probably
going to get to college is if! get a
scholarship, and there's a lot of
players on my team who feel the
same way. I have the rest of the
regular season to prove my-self
to college coaches... and by not
playing, it's taking my las t
chan ces a way from me.•
Area schools, includmg
Howard, hn\'e yet to dctcm1ine
whether or not they 1vill
reschedule games that have
been missed.
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CHEDULE
.

DAY

·DATE

Monda··
Tuesda
Wednesda
Thursda· ·
Frida··
Saturda' ·
Sunda· ·
Monda··
Tuesda· ·
Wednesda· ·
Thursda· ·
Friday

Novemb2r4
November 5
Novemb2r 6
November 7
November8
November 9
Novemrer 10
Novemrerll
November 12
'
November13
Novemuer14
November15

•

CLASSIFICATION*

.

.

Senior/ 3rd ··ear Law &LLM
Junior/2nd, ·ear Law &LLM
So phomore/Exchan ~e
Freshman
st
Graduate/1 ''ear Law
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
All Students
.

.

•

*If you are not sure of your official classification, please refer to B.I.S.O.N. Web.
•!• Students are required to meet with their academic advisors for discussion and approval· of
proposed course selections before using HU B.I.S.O.N. 202-986-1155 or B.I.S.0.N. Web
(www.howard.edu).

•!• Students must meet all prerequisite requirements.
•

•!• Alternate PINs are required for all students in the School of Education before registering
(see your advisor).
.

•!• Special procedures are required for all LLM students before registering (see your advisor).
•!• Students should print their schedules from the Web in a campus computer center.
•!• First deferred payment for Spring 2003 is due December 20, 2002.
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McDonald's, We've Got Beef!

Banneker Lot Parking is
a Rip-Off
Imagine walking to your ing because paved lots are a would say that students who
car after a long, grueling day of standard feature of most desig- park there should be grateful
classes and discovering that nated parking areas.
that they have any parking
your freshly washed car is covAnother problem is that space at all. After all, there are
ered in a thick layer of dust. If there are no lights in the still an inordinate amount of
that's not devastatstudents who applied
ing enough, imagine
for,
but
never
driving out and feelOur view: Banneker Parking received parking.
ing the unmistakable
Nevertheless, those
bump of a tire gone Lot should be paved to ensure
who paid for a yearflat. These are some
space
in
that all students who pay for long
of the unfortunate
Banneker lot are
situations that the
entitled to a parking
parking are getting equal
students who park in
area that will not be
Banneker lot experidamaging to their
facilities.
- ence everyday.
vehicles.
Students have
For most college
consistently comstudents, buying new
plained about the dirt, dust, Banneker lot and many stu- tires is a burdensome expense,
and glass that comprise the dents feel unsafe when walking and car washes are a luxury.
Banneker parking lot located to their cars there after dark. They should not have to have
on Ninth Street across from the Ironically, students who were these expenses in addition to
Howard Plaza Towers.
given parking in the Banneker the money they paid just to
Some women who park in lot pay the same amount for have parking in the first place.
the lot have found out the hard parking passes as students who The University should have the
way the dangers of walking in received parking spaces in Banneker parking lot paved
high heels on the rocky terrain paved and well-lit lots.
and lit to meet the same stanof Banneker.
It is unfair for students to dards as other parking lots that
The condition of the park- have to endure tire damage and are on and around campus.
ing lot is due to the fact that the filthy vehicles just to have a
lot is unpaved. This is surpris- parking space. Some people

•
For a business llat seem- dollar menu, but exactly what is night limited menu got c,·en
more limited.
ingly frequents th< Howard it?
McDonald's
is
doing
a
good
A student, or anyone else
University Bookstae more
than most Howard students, job of offering the stuff that for that matter, can not get a
one would expect th, business nobody's fumiliar with on the fish filet, anything off of the
to cut the average, boke-as-a- discount menu, but what about Dollar Menu that actually costs
a dollar, or any
joke student a litlc
special offers after
slack when it comes to
the hour of midgetting some McValm.
night.
Walking into 1-il.
Our
View:
The
"Howard"
Howard stu0., there's How:rd
University parapherraMcDonalds should cater to dents brave the
dangers of crack
lia in almost every ccrheads, the homener - the history of
students needs in terms of
less and mini-bike
Howard and Bison bhe
prices and menu selection.
parking lot pimps
and white banners aid
day in, day out and
icons. Yet, McDonal<'s
into the "·ee hours
should do a better job>f
catering to Howard slldents.
getting a double cheeseburger? of the morning coming from
A majority of tl.e profit
Other local colleges, such the library in order to get a doureaped by the self-pt>claimed as American University, have ble quarter pounder with
Howard University M<l)onald's franchises that cater to them cheese, just to find out once
is the hard-earned - or bor- specifically through special they get there that the only
rowed - college stude1t dollar. menus, offers and hours of thing available after midnight
And, speaking of tie dollar, operation where they have are chicken nuggets and the
the changing Dollar Menu is everything available - specifi- chicken sandwich ... maybe.
g,vmg
students
limited cally for college students.
McVariety.
Howard students on the
Donald Trump miv he elat- other hand get a limited lateed that the Big 'n Tast) is on the night menu. And thm the late-
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Federal Pell Grants on the
Verge of Extinction
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Andrea Reed
Photographers

Kerry-Ann Hamiton

Campus Editor

Lately, there has been incidentals, a good amount so easily. In light of all the
much
discussion
over of students are financially money that the government
whether or not the Federal rescued by the Pell Grant.
spends on so many different
Pell Grant will be eliminatJust the word grant is things, it is sad to know that
ed in an effort to fund the music to our ears - not a one of the first programs
likely
impending
war. loan, but a gift. It kind of considered
expendable
President Bush has report- makes us feel as though the would be an educational
edly proposed the elimina- good old U.S. of A. actually funding one.
tion of the Federal Pell has our back. For all the
The issue is not whether
Grant so that
or not we supthose funds can
port the war,
be used in the
but that a
war effort.
major source
The more
of financial aid
accurate term
students is
Our view: The Pell Grant should for
for all of the
being threatdiscussion genbecause
not be cut in order to assist in the ened
erated from the
of it. That t he
possibility of
gove r nment
war effort.
the Pell Grant
would forsake
being cut would
the hundreds
be apprehenof thousands
sion. If the Pell
of students in
Grant were to
need in order
be cut,
the
to fund a war
implications for
is t ruly disHoward students wou ld be oppression
we
have heartening.
nothing short of devastat- endured as a people, it's
President Bush should
ing.
nice to know t hat the gov- realize that t he elimination
So many students at ernment will help those of of the Pell Grant program
Howard depend on finan- us in need to fund an educa- would jeopardize the educacial aid to help fund their tion at an expensive, albeit tional opportunit ies of t he
education, programs like prestigious institution such many students who have
the Pell Grant are integral. as ours.
come to depend on the Pell
With the costs of tuit ion,
With that said, it is Grant, as well as those chilbooks, parking, lab fees, sca ry to think that the pro- dren who will one day need
room and board, food, and gram could be taken away it.

Brakkton Booker
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The Reality

ofa
Desensitized
Culture
Cassaundra Cumbess
F.ditorial & Perspectives F.ditor

I sat here for a good 20
minutes pondering how I
would write this. Have you
eve r had s omething to say,
but just couldn't find the
words to say it? I think the
Culture, and A College of Arts and
JahaHoward
difficulty of my ability to
Sciences
Teaching and Leaming
express myself is a result of
When
is
Howard
gonna
get
Center.
the depth of the concept some parking? Can a brother get
In the President Swygert's
death. The re, I said it. I find
some
better
lab
equipment?
Burr
Strategic
Framework for Action II,
it a little difficult to talk
gymnasiwn
just
ain't
cutting
it!
available
online, you will also ~
about that foreign, fantast iWhat is Howard tloing about the the other plans in the works includcal end (or beginning?) that
School of C? These are just a few ing a new 1,000-space parking
everyone
knows
is
questions and comments voioed by garage and Phase II of the LeDroit
inevitable, yet no one really
many Howard students. In Park Initiative.
expects.
response to that, there are two solu\"lhy should you get involved?
Death is a part of life.
tions as it relates to us as students, I'm glad that you asked First, we
There is no mis taking that
must realize that we are Howard
money and student invol"ement.
fact. Death is not something
Last
spring.
we
launched
our
University, so lets discontinue
to fear, but rather someCapital Campaign, a five-year ini- speaking of"Howard" like it's some
thing to embrace as a destiative that will raise at least $250 distant family member. Instead of,
tined part of the eternal
million dollars specifically for new "When is Howard going get some
plan. With that said , I
facilities
ahd strengthening aca- p.'lrlcing."maybeask, "Whenarewe
believe that it is God's will
den1ic programs. In order to pro- going to get some parking?"
for His children to lead full,
vide the tools necessazy to reach
It seems simple, but it goes
productive, and bappy lives .
our
full
potential
in
education,
we
deeper
than the obvious. If we fail
When a life is snatched
need
to
raise
these
funds
across
the
to become an integral part of this
away unnecessarily, as we
board. This includes alumni sup- wliversity, we will be more willing
have witnessed in the recent
my mind. They all represent a VIs1on broadcast, radio s h ow,
port, corporation gi\ing, founda- to complain without solutions
sniper shootings, it makes By Nikkia Matthews
Sophomore
Architecture
minute
portion
of
the
style
of
song,
movie,
and
many
other
tion
giving. etc. Just to keep things about our problems and fail to
me hurt. I hurt for that perMajor
their
hometowns.
Where
does
avenues.
It
has
caused
people
in perspective, this campaign will praise our accomplishments. We
son that was robbed of his
this style come from? The more to become brainwashed in a
benefit all of Howard University, will also be more willing to allow all
or her only chance at the
I
have
been
living
on
a
colI
ponder
this
question,
the
sense.
They
change
their
identifrom
the students down to the decision making to oocur without a
blessing of life. I hurt for
lege
campus
for
a
year
and
more
evident
it
becomes
that
ties
to
become
what
they
see
on
administration.
strong student voice. Then we will
that family member that lost
some
change
now.
I
have
these
styles
are
far
from
origi1V.
As we oelebrate our rise from graduate and never look back, forits mother, father, sister,
In case any of you are con- Tier ID status to Tier II status, getting that those promising stubrother, son, or daughter noticed the difference in cul- nal. They seem to just be replitoo soon. I hurt because ture, especially being on cas of the BET and M'IV world. fused, changing your identity according to U.S. News and World dents following us need alumni
The clothing and demeanor does not necessarily mean
Report, our financial resources will support to drive their educational
some lunatic has interfered Howard University's campus.
There
is
so
much
"!lava"
floatof
today's
rap
and
r&b
stars
are
going to extremes such as
help drive our continuing improve- e.,-periencc. Thus, continuing an
with God's perfect will and
unfortunate cycle of Howard
made way for his permissive ing around the campus on any splashed all over Howard's changing your name. It could ment to Tier I status.
given
day.
There
are
some
campus.
Just
take
a
look
one
be
something
as
simple
as
$100
million
of
the
Capital
University's
dependence on the
will.
groups
of
students
who
arc
day,
go
out
onto
the
Yard
durchanging
the
way
you
dress,
the
Campaign's
goal
will
enable
us
to
millions appropriated by the U.S.
· My concern is that with
ing peak hours and count the way you talk, or the way you
increase our scholarships, fellow- government instead of becoming
everything that goes on in more noticeable than others.
You have your Caribbean number of students who look carry yourself to imitate anoth- ships, and endowed chairs. With self-sufficient.
the world in the year 2002,
students
who bring the style like your favorite artist. It is er person.
another $ 100 million, we will be
In essence, the Capital
people, particularly our
from
the
islands
right
here
to
ridiculous!
People
can
become
so
conable to build the Interdiscipliruuy Campaign is for all of Howard
young people, have become
When you ask someone sumed in this adopted !lava Sciences and Engineering Center University, especiaDy the students.
desensitized to the harsh D.C. with displays of their flag's
that will also house a middle school It is essential that we become more
reality of untim ely death. I colors, the ethnic hairstyles, why they dress the way they do, that they forget who they really
and
captivating
accents.
most
often
the
reply
\\ill
be,
are.
Then
that's
when
you
get
dedicated
to encouraging minori- involved with initiatives like this so
was shocked earlier this
Then
there
arc
the
natives
"Cause
it's
my
style".
Very
selthe
Tupac,
Cash
Money,
Jay-Z,
ties to become interested in math that after we acquire the money, we
week when i participated in
and science based careers. A oom- will have better insight on how
a class discussion in which from D.C., Maryland, and dom will they reply, "Oh, and Nas wannabe's. I can't forbined $20 million will provide us these funds should be distributed.
many of my peers felt that Virginia that shock us with the because I wanna look like Jay- get about the Trina, Lil l(jm,
glitter,
rubber-banded
jeans,
Z".
and
Khia
wannabe's
out
there
with
the resowws to build a new If you have any questions and/or
the media attention and fear
hair
twists,
and
those
famous
In
all
honesty,
is
it
really
also.
School of Communication and are interested in getting in,'Olved
generated by the sniper
their style? What people claim
Take the time to ask your- School of Education that are \\1th the Qipital Campaign or with
shootings was the result of boots.
You have your Eas t Coas t to be their own is just what an self if your style is truly your
undoubtedly two of our most vital alwnni/ oorporate relations, please
people "doing too much."
Tri-State
area
students
who
artist
decided
to
wear
to
create
own,
or
an
emulation
of
your
schools
that help shape the media contact me.
Many of my classmates concome
"ith
the
incognito
overthe
next
fad.
favorite stars. I know we all
and education of this oountly and
tended that this sort of
Jaha Howard is the undel'The media has terribly want to be stylish every now
thing happens everyday in sized baseball hats, over-sized
the "orld lastly, roughly $30 mil- graduate trustee. He can be
increased its power over the and then but all I'm saying is,
lion will help us build a new recre- reached at jahah@hotmail.oom.
the 'hood , so why now is jerseys, and baggy jeans.
Though
there
are
many
last
couple
decades.
It
has
fig"Don't
let
the
Media
create
ation
and student life center, com- Please send letters to the editor to
everyone in a panic?
other
groups
to
be
recognized,
ured
out
how
to
affect
a
mass
of
you!"
plete the National Center for www.thehilltoponline.oom
To those of you who are
African-American Heritage and
reading this and share that these are those that stick out in people at once with a mere teleview, you are right. People
do get killed in the 'hood
often. And that is devastating. However, docs that
make it any less devastating Kayla Wiglcr
should have appeared better to the fault, because I know it takes a lot of to think about building another sta- Personally, I concluded that
that someone got killed by
consumer because tl1ey had more work to put Homecoming together. dium or holding the game some- Homecoming is just a big hype.
the sniper while vacuuming
money to \\'Ork with.
Nevertheless, compared to last where else. It is ,-ery embarrassing faery-one comes down from differtheir car, pumping gas, or
Homeconling 2002 was one of
Take the Yardfest, for example. year, I see a major difference. Now to me to have so many alunuli and ent regions of the oountly just to
starting their bus route? tl1e most upsetting events at It seemed ,-ezy unorganized and my question is: Why was it a differ- visitors come to a game that they socialire and see how many nwnDocs it add some clarity to Howard thus fur. I feel as though dirown together. There were too ence? Was it something Vibe did? paid for with their hard eamecl bers they can get or what clubs they
the senselessness of these the planning committee was not as many local and unknown peifonn- Or is that just the way it was money and not have anywhere to can get into.
deaths? Absolutely not.
strong as it was last year or the anoes and not enough oelebrity per- planned?
sit. I can understand maybe a few
Howard's Homecoming is
I understand that young years before.
fonnanres like expected. U Cool J
Aside from the events and the people not having a seat, but when loosing it's tradition of being enterblack America loves R-rated
For e.'<l\lllple, the advertise- got on the stage and said one line Ya.rdfest, the football game is an over half the stadiwn is standing, taining and one of the best black
video games where blood ment of the different events was from his latest hit, "Love U Better" intricate part of homecoming as then there is a problem. However, college C\"Cnts in the countly. If I
splatters the screen, and the vezy weak and the prices were and left, which was ,-ery dissatisfy- well. Before I talk about the game, I with all the cl1aos of finding a seat had to mte Homecoming 2002, I
more people you shoot, the ridiculously higher oomp.,red to ing.
just want to say with all the money or being able to see the game, the would say it was average and was
more points you get. I a lso previous years. If the staff wanted
Maybe it's wrong to say that it the sports department makes off of half time was worth seeing and kept not worth marking on my calendar
understand that we run to to raise the prices, tlie events is the homecoming comnlittee's the homecoming games, they need my attention for the whole show. next year.
make the movies with the
most gore become instant
box office hits. And honestly, I even understand that
we love riding down the
street bumpin' song lyrics
Ray '\>Vats on
(with the exception of the attending a u n iversity lit tle tribute to the God because it wasn't as n ight brough t to the
that glorify killing those
H ip Hop concert). You all that h as a reputation for whom this campus was important as a laugh or a chapel even t, it was the
that try to stand in our way
First of all, I want to still have. my utmost setting a standa rd of built on, there was none concert. I don't know, Gospel
Extravaga nza
or disrespect us.
just say congratulations respect for being able to being godly o r holy, I did left. I feel bad th at there perhaps this is j ust the that was the h ighlight of
But take a look at life.
to the Homecoming com- pull it all together with still feel like the LEAST was
such opin ion of one man. But, that weekend.
Life is so much bigger than
mittee for a Homecoming the resou rces you were we would do is honor the disregard shown for the I do find it interesting
All I'm saying is
that. Try to separate yourthat has now come and given.
one
that
brought
us
this
one
who
has
kept
us
that
though
the
Gospel
Homecoming
s u ccess or
self from t he apathy of our
gone; you got it up and
HOWEVER
...
th
ere
is
far.
al
ive,
brought
us
here
Event
(God's
portion
of
no
success,
God s till
culture and feel something
running and now your one BIG flaw or problem
I
personally
feel
distoday,
and
still
watches
Homecoming),
was
d
isshould
have
gotten
the
that is slowly but surely
job is complete.
that
I
had
with respected that th o ugh over us even when we regarded and put to the respect that He deserves,
becoming non-existent in
And though money Homecoming. The prob- money was scarce, it was totally play him off.
side, barely advertised rather than being played
the hearts of young black
n1ay
have
been a lem I had is this: Though enough for comedians
Th
ere
was
about
to
AT ALL, and there still off as second rate imporAmerica: compassion.
little scarce, you still I fully know and under- and talent, but then be no Gospel anything being flyers for another tance. But hey, maybe
managed to pull it off stand that I may not be when it came to giving a for a moment, possibly Homecoming event t hat that's just th e way I feel.

From The Board
Room: $250 Million!!!!

Is the Media Shaping Our SelfImage?

Reflections on a Not-So-Memorable Homecoming

Homecoming: Just One Man's Perspective
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Help Wanted
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Earn SI ,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven Campus
fundnliser 3 hour fund rnisingg
c,1cnt. Our
programs make fundraising
easy with no risks. Fund rnising
datesarec filling quickly, get
with the program! It works.
Contact Campus f undral1er at
(888) 923-3238, or , isit
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Eater fo, a <111111~ to Win 11 two-year Leese Nd o!Mr
G~at Prizes from Infinity Sou11d sys1ems, The Cluysler
Mlllior. Dollar film Festival and Tower Reco~ Test
Drive S.lect Jffp, Oodgt or Chrysler Vthklti.
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The Hilltop is
looking to hire
a campus editor and Metro
Editor immediately.
Please bring
resume and
cover letter to
The Hilltop,
plaza level,
West Towers.
(202)8066866.
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Break
S pring Break 2003 with STS
Americas # I Student Tour Operator
Sell Trips ea rn cash Travel Free
In format ion/Rcserva ti ons
1-800-648-4849 or
www.ststruvcl.com
#I Spring Break Free Trips,
Drinks/Meals Lowest Prices
Partlesw/MTV/Jerry Springer
Featured w/MSNBCffiavel
Channel
Better than ever!!
"''"'·"'mpbsl1toa[S.(effl

1-800-426-77 10
# 1 Spring Break vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Florida,
SPadrc. 110% Best Prices!
Book Now & get Free Par1ie$ &
Meal.s!
group Discounts. Now Hiring
Campus Re11s!

1-800-234-7007
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(Pind your
rhythm.)

endlesssummerlours.com
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'

Attention Spring Breakers Travel
Free 2003 Free trips, drinks &
meals Party w/ MTV Hottes t
Destinations Most Reliable
.....,..,.wwg,hd1,9lff..('MII

1-800-426-7710

For Sale
l'b~il M:om,-, J:o;r cc~TI,s-11'?
N.E.A.B. Scholarship Consulting can
help you locale money for college
through scholarships and grants. Call
us today to learn how you can be
awarded IF!l'lt.t l'il'l>lll.tJ towards your
education. (410) 590-2285
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